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Hammond
sues Board
over tenure
By John Baldwin
StaflWriter

."'"-:.," .. ";~
"

Tracy D. Zimmerman, sophomore In advertising, swerved from the road to avoid a
collision with Gall A. Zwolinski'. car at Wall
Street and Grand Avenue. Her accelerator

Staff Writer

After heated debate and a
barage of diveJ'!!e opinions, the
Graduate and Professional
Student Council voted Wednesday to back President John
C. Guyon's decision to
preserve nOlHienominational
prayer at graduate commencement ceremonies.
The council endorsed the
decisioc by a vote of 18-10.
While some felt that prayer
should be present, others
thought it should be left out of
the commencement exercise.
"No prayer, no moment of
silence, just .qadua'jon." said
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was stuck. The car pivoted troni a uti,",,'
pole to hit Zwolinski's- Zimmerman was
temporarily ~pltallzed but neither wu
vAic&lSly InjuAli.

GPSC: Prayer OK
for graduation
By Holly J. Corrington

.,

Paul Antonacci, vice president
of graduate scbool affairs.
Many agreed. Some council
members said that to have any
prayer - denominatiooal or
non-denominational - could
be offensive to some. To an
athiest, they said, even a
moment of silence is considereda prayer.
"We have students from
many different religions and
many different lands. We don't
have to force our God on
everybody eIses'." said GPSC
council member Dan DeFosse.
Others defended prayer,

Music professor WiI!iam
Hammond sued the Board of
Trustees in federal court
Wednesday charging that he
. was unfairly denied tenure.
In the suit, Hammond
charges:
-He was denied a hearing
on his grievance;
-The School of Music kept
its criteria for evaluating his
application for tenure secret
and did not follow its own
outlined criteria;
-The director of the School
of MUSiC, Robert Roubos,
misled faculty members so
they would vote against his
application for tenure;
-He was denied the right to
challenge
Roubos's
allegations;
-Roubos and College of
Communications and Fine
Arts Dean" Keith Sanders
del!ied him his first amendment rights by denying his
tenure in pan 011 a Jack at
~'colIegia1ity, .. or ability to
work well with other faculty
~ "member's;
,,"
-He was "stigmatized" by
the denial of tenure because of
false allegations made about
him and was not allowed to
challenge the allegations.

The suit was filed for
Hammond by the University
Professionals of SIU-C, a union
vying to represent University
faculty
in
collective
barpining.
Richard Gruny, Board of
'Irustees legal counsel, said,
"A complaint is oo1y a complaint and they can say
anything they want."
After the Board of Trustees
' has been presented with the
suit, they will be able to
challenge any part of it. Gruny
said he has not seen the suit.
"At this point we only have
one side of the argument. It's a
solely
self-serving
declaration."
Before the suit was filed,
Gruny said: "If we felt there
was a basis for a biwsuit, we
would have thought there was
a basis for the board to bear
the appeal. But we didn't."
Herbert Danow, president of
UP-SIU, said, "We'll do what
we need to do to protect our
members."
"AbseDt a bearing, DO one
can be sure the decision was
eatTeCt;.... DoaoIr, an·Eoglisb
professar,said.
Sanders could not be
reachedforcomment.
See HAMMOND, page 5

New alcohol policy leads
to IT.ore arrests in 1987"

By John Mohler
Staff Writer

"They didn't let it slide
this time," he said.
When alcohol-related
offenses are not counted, the
-Page 5 1987 total represents an
increase of just more than 1
percent on criminal offenses
and consumption totaled 364
compared to the previous
in 1987, 52.3 percent higher
year.
than in 1986 and 225 percent
The largest number of
higher than in 1985, acalcohol violations occurred
cording to the report.
during tailgate festivities.
Administrative assistant
Theresa Nesler, a statistical
Dan Lane, who helped
clerk, said there were 115
prepare the report,
violations at the first four
described the policy as "not
See ALCOHOL, Page 5
stricter, but lalS lenient."

Christmas break crime
tivity on campus rose last stats
Reports of criminal ac-

year to the highest level
since 1976 because of a
stricter alcohol enforcement
policy by SIU-C Security
Police, according to a report
released Monday.
In all, 1,956 criminal incidents occurred in 1987, an
11.3 percent increase over
1986. There were 2,111 incidents in 1976.
Alcohol violations, including illegal possession

See PRAYER, Page 5

State goes after child support cheats

::::.~;ette Hayes

A U~most-wanted list will be
released by the state today as
part of a crackdown on parents
who are delinquent on childsupport payments.
The list is designed to bolster
the state's effort to collect
payme!.lts
from
the
recalcitrant parents, Dale
Milligan, regional manager for
the Bureau of Child Support
Enforcement in Marion, said.
Milligan hopes the list will be
published in new papers
statewide to help loc."lte bard~rmd parents.

"It is not to embarrass
anyone, but it is the moral
obligation for the parent and
notfor the taxpayers," he said.
No one in Jackson County
will appear on the list Milligan
said. "Southern Dlinois is
more responsible than any
other area."
,"
Milligan said the state will
~ circl!Jating regional top10 lists m February. The
Southern illinois ~ion will
stretch from Effmgbam to
Alexander ~nties.
Top-10 lists are part of a
larger crackdown by the state
on delinquent parents. A 20-

percent surcharge will be
placed on the amount of money
owed by delinquents beginning
Julyl.
Letters were recently sent
out to about 100,000 parents,
Milligan said.
The State Parent Locate
Service and the Uniform
Reciprocal Enforcement
Support Act also are part of the
crackdown. The service will
track down delinquent parents
through social security
numbers, the Department of
Labor and the Internal
See SUPPORT, Page 5

Gus Bode

Gus says not all delinquents
are juvenile.
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Ourthree-~and
two-yearscho~won't

ritake coDege easie&
Just easier to payfo&

EveD if you didn't come to SIU-C OD a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships pay full
tuition and more.
This year 45 sru-c students are sharing in over $215,000
in awards through the Army Military Science Program.
You can apply now. Contact CPT Richard Haidle for
details, caU 453-5786 or visit us at Kesnar Hall.
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Nicaraguan government,
Contras to talk cease-fire
SAN JOSE, Costa Rica (UPI) - The U.S.-backed. Contra
rebels and it Sandinista delegation from Nicaragua were urged.
Wednesday, OD the eve of their first ever face-to-face
negotiations, to put aside differences and work toward a ceasefire in their 7-year war. The two sides were scheduled. to meet
today - with the Reagan administration request for further aid
to the Contras looming in the background - in a Catholic
seminary on the outskirts of San Jose to discuss a cease-fire.

Hijack suspeei refuses to testify for brother
. DUESsELDORF ;West Germany (UPI) - An Arab accused of
hijacking a u.s. airplane and murdering an American passenger
refused to testify Wednesday at his brother's trial on kidnapping
charges amid reports another West German was kidnapped in
Beirut. However, Mohammad Ali Hamadi testified that he is 19.
Court records show his age as 23. H Hamadi is 19, he will be bied.
as a minor. His brother, Ali Abbas Hamadi, 29, is charged. with
complicity in the Janua..-y 1987 kidnapping of two West German
businessmen in Beirut.

Ortega says, U.S. mind your own business
MADRID, Spain (UPI) - Nicaraguan 'President Daniel Ortega, in Europe to :;tir up opposition to the renewal of U.S. funding of the Contra rebels, called on the American government
Wednesday to solve domestic problems such as racism instead of
med.dling m Central America. Ortega said that the U.S. government was the biggest obstacle to peace in Central America.
President Reagan has argued. that financial backing of antiSandinista forces is needed. to Pre&Sure the Marxist government
to comply with provisions of the peace plan signed last year by
the five Central American presidents.

Suspected Nazi calls witness 'liar' In trial
JERUSALEM (UPI) - John Demjanjuk, accused of Nazi war
crimes, grabbed a micropbone Wednesday and shouted "liar,
liar, liar" in Hebrew at a death camp Slll'Vlvor who identified
him as the sadistic guard "Ivan the Terrible." The outburst
came as Ellyahu Rosenberg, trI, was called back to court mid~
way through closing arguments to testify about memoirs in
which he wrote he saw an inmate'kill "Ivan" in 1943. Rosenberg
was ODe of five Treblinka survivors who have identified Demjanjuk, a former Cleveland autoworker, as a guard who used a
whip, sword and pistol tn drive thousands of prisoners into the
gas chambers, and then fired up the engines.
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Group says FBI spied on 150 Reagan critics

1201W.MAIN
MARION,IL

Spring Bowling Leagues
Now Being Formed
For fun relaxation as well as the
competitive challenge and social aspects,
form a team and sign up early.
Openings available in
Men (4 man) and
Mixed (2 m·en - 2 women) teams.
Rolling at 6:00 pm and 8:30 pm
Sunday thru Thursday.
Leagues start the week
of February 8,.1987.

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The FBI conducted a four-year
"illegal campaign to stifle dissent" by spying on more than 150
liberal non-profit groups opposed to Reagan administration
policies in Central America, a ~ivil rights group charged Wednesda,. Margaret Ratner, attorney for the non-profit Center for
Constitutional Rights, citing 1,320 pages of documents the group
had obtained. under the Freedom of Information Act. said that
the FBI under William Webster had used wiretaps.

Senate panel approves Kennedy nomination
WASIUNGTON (UPI) - The Senate Judiciary Committee
unanimously recommended Wednesday the Senate approve
Supreme Court nominee Anthony Kennedy. assuring President
Reagan's third choice for the vacant seat will be conflnDed
within days. The committee, which heard just three days of
testimony on the 51-year-()ld federal appeals court judge from
California, endorsed Kennedy 1~. The high court seat bas been
vacant since the retirement last June of Justice Lewis Powell.

Senate refuses limitations on civil rights bill
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The Senate, in its second day of debate
on a landmark civil rights bill, refused Wednesday to resbict
anti-discrimination laws to segments of a schools or religious
organizations that receive federal funding. In separate votes, the
Senate turned baclt efforts by conservative Republicans to
narrow the SCODP of the legislation, rejecting their argumenb;
that the Civil Rlg"bts Restoration Act would violate the religiow
freedoms guaranteed. to churches.
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Mass transit. proposal up for review
By Dena SchuHe
Staff Writer

A proposal for a campus and
city mass transit system has
its wheels rolling again.
The usa mass transit
committee will review a map
of routes for the proposed
transit system at a meeting
tonight at 7 p.m. in the student
senate chambers, Marvin
Tanner, student welfare
commission member, said.

"We want students to know
that we are making progress,"
he said.
The map outlines campus
and city routes that could be
used if a transit system is
implemented, Tanner said.
Routes will be designed so
students can get on almost
anywhere and go wherever
they want on campus or in the
city. ;
Commission members also

Family. plans funeral
for drowned: student
By Steven Starke
Staff Writer

The parents of missing
SIU-C student Ricky
Johnson have begun making
funeral arrangements for
their son.
Johnson, 19, a freshmen in
forestry, has been missing
since Saturday, when his
canoe capsized in the Big
Muddy River near Murphysboro. He is presumed
drowned.
Officials searching the

river for Johnson's body

hope to recover the body
soon. Rough water con-

ditions and cold weather
have hampered their efforts
to date.
Tina Johnson, Ricky's
sister, said the family has
received a number of phone
calls from friends since
Ricky's. disappearance.
"Ricky was very active and
had a lot of friends," she
said.
Johnson is a 1987 graduate

of Stewardson-Strasburg
High School, where he
participated in several
organizations, including the
Industrial Arts Club and the
Junior
Engineering
Technical Society. He 1iI.lso
was a member of the school
baseball and basketball
teams.
Tina Johnson said he
enjoyed outdoor activities
and had planned to be a
forest ranger.
Another student involved
in the accident, Richard
Foreman, 20, a biology
student, was treated for
hypothermia and released
from St. Joseph Memorial
Hospital in Murphysborr..
Foreman and Johiison were
best friends and roommates
at Mae Smith Hall.
Foreman has retunted
home, where he and the
Johnson family are
awaiting word on the search
for Ricky Johnson's body.

~n. worki.ru! on a survey that
would gauge student opinions
on the system. "Wewanttosee
what the need analysis for
mass transit would be,"
Tanner said.
About 10 percent of a randomly selected student
. population would be surveyed,
Tanner said. City residents
also may be surveyed.
Commission members have
asked Northern Illinois

University officials for a copy
of the transit proposal they
submitted to the Board of
Regents, "to help us get ours
going," Tanner said.
Student fees for the system
would be $15 for full-time
students and $1.25 per credit
hour for part-time students.
"Even if you only ride once a
day, it only would be about 25
cents a ride," Tanner said.

usa senator appeals
impeachment, w.ins .:
By Sussn Curtis
Staff Writer

An Undergraduate Student
Organization move to impeach
a senator for violating attendance rules failed Wednesday after the senator appealed.
Kevin Marro, senator for the
School of Technical Careers,
told the senate he sent a proxy
to one of the meetings in
question. The proxy failed to
attend the meeting and did not
notify him, he said.
Marro also said he notified
other sena tors of the
arrangement. Senators are
allowed to miss four meetings
per semester, two with proxy
and two without, according to
the constitution.
Marro also told the senate he
had not received any word on
the impeachment until he
,returned from break.
The senate defeated Marro's
impeachment by a voice vote.
However, another senator who
did not attend the meeting to
appeal his impeachment
Jamal Rabie, was removeol

from the senate.
Rabie, senator for the East
Side, also was in violation of
attendance rules.
A bill approving a name
change for the usa was tabled
because it would require a
constitutional change.
The bill, which would change
the organization's name to the
Undergraduate
Student
Government Association, will
be sent to the Committe on
Internal Affairs.
usa President John Attard
said the name change is

~~~ bTIs~eWi~eo~

~~~ e=rnsOn:s~~!i

forces.

In other action, theUSO:
-Passed a resolution
supporting the DJinois Public
Interest . Research Group.
IPffiG would be a student-run
organization that allows
students to work on public
policy issues. About 10,000
signatures were collected at

~~~:b== s~gg:~

here:

scientists reported ill the
journal, Nature.
"These two papers show
much more convincing
evidence that the complexities
of tastes seem to be related to
different mechanisms," said
Geoffrey Gold, an assistant
professor at Yale University
School of Medicine and c0author of the Nature article.
Gold said unlocking the
biochemical key to triigering
specific tastes "has tremendous applications ... anything

RAMADA

I""

that will help enhance taste is
going to have a big commercial payo-'f."
Researchers at the
University of Saar in Hamburg, West Germany, and
Asahi University in Japan
found the injection of cyclic
nucleotides, which are common biochemical messengers,
into sweet-responsive taste
cells suddenly increased
electrical resistance in the cell
membrane.
The nUcleotides are created

8:00 PM til dose
HOCOVER

Local firms may find
the equipment useful as a
diagnostic device for
"machine health." The
unit can monitor the
mechanical vibrations of
machines, which can
indicate a breakdown.
SheUer-Globe Corp. of
Herrin - which makes
padding, insuiation and
paneling used for noise
control - financed the
construction of the
acoustics unit.
In
return,
the
University agreed to
conduct research for the
company. Researchers
will measure the noise
absorption of D".1'.terials
Sheller-Globe US<!S in its

s~~~narett~en;lectrical

response reaches the brain, it
apparently registers as the
sensation of sweetness.
The author said that
although the German study
involved rats and the Japanese
study focused on frogs, Ole
sensory systems of those
animals "seem to be good
models for studying the human
mechanism."

The products to be
tested will be placed
between a reverberation
room and an echodeadening chamber.
Through the use of a
r.oise generator, sounds
are created to match the
noise levels that the
tested material is
designed to reduce.
Microphones measure
the amount of sound that
gets through the material
from the reverberation
room to the deadening
chamber.
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SPECIAL OF THE MONTH

<orona Beer $1.00

With Tom Stone playing
your favorite music

A $100,000 noise testing
unit was unveiled at the
acoustic research section
of the Good Luck Glove
Building Wednesday.
The acoustic unit is
designed to test the efficiency of materials
designed to r~uce sound
levels. It also can be used
to test noise levels in
products and factories.
The unit will be
available to local
manufacturers to test
machine noise in their
products, Kenneth
Tempelmeyer, dean of
the
College
of
Engineering
and
Technology, said. It also
will be available to industries trying to meet
noise level requirements
in their plants.

panels.

by enzymes within cells whe.l
sugar or other· sweet sub-

Featuring ~

-Frozen Margarita. $1.00
eTequlla Sunrl.. $1.25

Staff Writer

~

OASIS LOO"GE
South of the Border
~ Night >,-~
-Build your own Tacos

By Steven Starke

-production of automobile

Scientists sea.rching for'~key-to taste
BALTIMORE <UPI> Scientists working to unlock
the biochemical key to taste
have identified mechanisms
that appear to trigger the
wid,*y varying sensations of
sweet, sour, salty and bitter,
research showed Wednesday.
Discoveries by two research
groups working i.'ldependently
in West Germany and Japan
indicate intracellular substances called cyclic
nUcleotides are central to the
reception of sweet tastes, the

Device tests
soundproofing
of products
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Opinion & Commentary

siud.nt Edito.-In-chi". Toby Eckert: editorial Page &':.0'0'. Ja..... j_ Black;
Asoociot. editorial Page edlin•• Da.ren Richardson; Managi"ll editor. Gordon
lillingsley

White's departure
a promising om en
THE UNIVERSITY OF Illinois should be commended
for its handling of the Mike White fiasco involving
repeateQ violations of NCAA rul~
White, hired to replace Gary Moeller as football coach
eight seasons ago, took a slipshod group' of Fighting Dlini
to a 1~2 record and a Rose Bowl berth Wlthin four years.
Not bad for a team that seemed entrenched. in the
doldrums of mediocrity. But the real story slowly
emerged.
Because White's organization violated NCAA rules for
recruiting, the Illini were placed on probation in 1984, the
year after the Rose Bowl ap~ance. The team was
barred from off-campus recrwting for one year, barred
from post-season play and lost scholarships.
THAT SHOULD HAVE been enough to set any football
program back on the straight and narrow. But White,
while fielding a run of the mill team in 1985, crossed NCAA,
boundaries again. Now he is out of a job.
The University apparently allowed White to resign
rather than fire him point blank, but the effect and the
message remain the same: obey the rules defined by the
NCAA or face the consequences.
For too long, universities have been sla9ped lightly on
the hand for rules violations and told, "That's a n~no,
don't do it again."
MAYBE COACHES AND athletic directors didn't think

of the penalties as anything more than temporary constraints on their overall game planz, like the hockey player
who is ~nalized for fighting, put in the box, and goes back
to bashing heads the minute he returns to the ice.
Now that a Big Ten school has been penalized
repeatedly, perhaps other major a,th1.etic programs will
take notice that no schools, large or aman, are above the
rules.
Hopefully, the dismissaJ of White Win help usher in a new
standard for conege athletic programs. It should be 0bvious by now to coaches, athletic directors, recruiters and
even potential recruits that the NCAA doesn't make rules
just so they may be broken. It makes rules to keep both the
mtegrity and mechanics of intercollegiate athletics
respectable.

Opinions
from elsewhere

Letters
Jac kson Coun ty' s response to
AIDS crisis to be commended
I am writing to compliment
Jackson County on its response
to the AIDS crisis.
As a member of the Southern
Illinois AIDS Task Force, I
bave been able to observe
firsthand the benefits of its
educational campaign.
Last year the task force's
Speakers Bureau made 89
presentations to a total of 4,068
people in Soutilern Illinois.
Tbese presentations provided
facts about all aspects of AIDS
and many more presentations
to schools, church groups and

i

•

already reported.

Aid to Contras should be rejected
the bands of the people. The
bulk cl the 600,001'- relers to a
minimally !rained and widely
scattered militia that defends
its communities from Contras
and prepares for a possible
U.S. invasioo.
It is no won-der the
Nicaraguans question our
intentions in the face cl the
Reagan
administration's
continuing violations of the
provision prohibiting outside
aid to irregular forces and
encouragment to our "allies,"
Honduras and El Salvador, to
claim non<ODlpliance on the
part of Nicaragua_

follow the advice cl Costa
Rican President Oscar Arias
to "let Central Americans
decide the future of Central
America."
It seems clear who the
aggressm:- is in this instance. It
is time for Congress to avoid

Tonkin Gulf-t~e
manipulations and comply
with tbe peace accords.

further

Non-lethal, humanitarian or

whatever they caU it, it keepR a

terrorist force in tile field The
Contras have an the !etbality
they can use. It is time for us to
stop payment. Please ask your
It would be 'extremely easy Congressmen to defeat Con!ra
to nourish the Central aid on Feb 3. Georgeama
Americans' initiative and Hartzog, Carboadale

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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public and prepare us for the
future, wben there most likely
will be more AIDS victims in
the county than the three cases

A lot bas been done, but
there still is much to do. It is up
:c!r::.ti: s~sr~~:; to each individual to keep
knowledge about AIDS and the himself informed about AIDS
attitudes in local health care and the new devel?pments that
settings toward AIDS. The seem to occur daily.
Wellness Center also is
developing a workshop aimed
This is just the beginning of
at educating the university the fight against a virus that is
not going to go away in the
population about AIDS.
other orgaui'l.ationa: are,
Hos~ta1s and mental health
near future, but Jackson
scheduled for this'yearfacilities in the county also County is doits part to
Jackson County also is lucky conduct workshops to keep educate the ~c and to belp
to bave the AIDS Support their staffs informed about the those infected with AIDS. I
Services and Education latest AIDS information.
wish I could say the same for
Training (ASSET) group. This
Jackson County is fortunate the rest of the country.Bryn
group was started by Dr. John to bave so many people who L. McClerreD, graduate
R. Moore of the SIU-C health voluntarily help educate the student, Health EducalieD

In his State of the Union
speech, President Reagan
reaffirmed his aggressive
opposition to Nicaragua, citing
Ft. Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel
evidence from a defector that
Nicaragua intends to build a
The new year is not a month old and already the U.S_ Customs 6OO,000-pers0n army.
Service bas wrapped up first prize in the Most Irresponsible Idea
of 1988 contest_
This Shows how :Reagan bas
abused such information in
The agency's request for permission to sboot down suspected skillfully timed scare camdrug planes would be funny, in a fascist sort of way, if it were paigns to badger Congress into
made in jest. Unfortl!nately, the people wbo presented the approving more Con!raaid
request to the National Drug Policy Board last faU are deadly Once tbis information is
serious.
repeated often enough, it
That no decision bas been made as yet puts the policy panel in seem" it must be true.
line for an award of its own - for dithering with a matter that
A closer look at the supposed
sbould bave been dismissed out of band.
military build-up accentuates
the
hysterical emphasis of our
What customs officials are asking for is the right to serve as
judge, jury and, considering the survival rate when planes are administration.
The
sbot out of the air, executioner of suspected drug smugglers. The Nicaraguans long bave been in
Ramboesque ignorance of that concept defies description.
the process of putting arms in

Doonesbury

education department. ASSET
bas trained people to provide
AIDS victims and their
families and friends with
emotional support and patient
advocacy information.
In addition, the bealtb

Bre·ak marred by crimes;
students are main'victims

KO"ES & MORE

By John Mohler

Welcome Back Students and Faculty!

ne~ood of 70 or BO," Hill
said.
At least 54 residential
Fifty-five burglaries were
bo.ll''glaries occurred during the reported between Dec. 11, 1986
semester break, with 19 and Jan. 26, 1987, Carbondale
resulting in losses of more than officer Art Wright said.
$300, according to Carnoodale
said students are the
police reports. Seven of the 19 victims 01 between 75 and 85
resulted in losses of over
t of burglaries during
$1,000, the records said.
"Malty students leave
nmrw.rtv here. Burglars aren't
Eight thefts of University stUPid,;f Hill said.
property and 10 incidents of
Four detectives are
Gamage to University property
investigating the
were reported. according to currently
burglaries, be said.
University Security Police
About
15
to ~ percent of
rec<>rds.
burglaries in the area result in
The incidents occurred arrest
or
recovery
of property
between Dec. 18, 1987 and Jan. within two years, Hill
said. 18.
He added that burglaries are
Ll
the may
Car- among the most difficult
bondale
'ce saidofthere
be more
ries reported in crimes to investigate because
they are rarely witnessed.
the coming weeks.
"Burglary is a crime of
"There was an extremely stealth. The burglar doesn't
high number of burglaries this call attention to himself like a
year. It II'lgbt be more in the bank robber with a gun telling
StattWriter

Hil

c:-.'

=Hill

everyone to get on the
ground, " Hili aaid. "If they ran
around yelling 01' beating their
chests or wore distinctive
clothing, we might not have a
problem."
Hill said students are good
targets because their
re&idences are scattered over
a wide area of Carbondale,
making patrolling more difficult fOl' the police.
"It's bard fOl' five officers to
patrol hundreds of houses,"
Hill said.
Hill also no(ed that most
students don't participate in
community crime prevention
groups, such as the Neighborhood Watch program.
Wright, who heads Neighborhood Watch, said that none
of the burglaries occurred at
member households. He said
students are welcome to
partiCipate in the program.

ALCOHOL, from Page 1 - - football games.
Nesler said that instead of
referring offenders to the
Office of Student Life or
making them pour out the
alcoboJ. officers this year
arrested violators and c0nfiscated the drinks.
Nesler said another 186
alcohol-related arrests were
made at last year's Halloween
celebration.
Nesler said she believeS the
tougher ste!1Ce on alcohol is a
successful JI'e!!5Ure that will
be continued.
"DUIa (drl.ving under the
influence of alcohol) went
down. I feel that that'. wby
we're going to enforce this •..
maybe it will have the same
effect on underage drinking,"
she said.
Driving-under-the-influence
violatiOll8 went down 22 percent, from 85 in 1986 to 66 in
1987, according to the~ .
The report indicated
University police were in-

volved in 7,1144 incidents of an
.~ in 1987. That includes
criminal, traffic, motor
vehicle and University
reguiatiODB violatiODB, plus
other services. This was an
increase of 1.1 percent over
1986 totals.
Clearance rates I'OIe 0.2
percent last year. A clearance
18 an arrest, a recovery of
property, or a referral of the
offender to another jurisdictioa, such as the Office of
Student Life or tbe state's
attorney, Nesler said.
The report said the following
increased over 1987:

-crtminal damage to state

~~~~
-Criminal damage to
vehicles increased 34 percent
from 123 in 1986 to 165 in 1987;
-Motor vehicle accidents
increased 24.8 percent from
262 in 1986 to 274 in 1987, and
those resulting in personal
injury were up 65.6 percent

from 32 to 53;
-Tow calls rose 16.2 percent
from 1,0118 in 1986 to 1,264 in
1987;
-Burglaries increased 10.8
percent from 65 during 1986 t4
72 in 1987.
Car thefts fell ~ percent
from ~ in 1986 to 16 last year.
SemaJ. assaults fell from four
in 1986 to two last year,
resulting in one arrest:
Crimes occurred at or.
campus student '!'esidences as
follows:
-95 offenses committed at
tbe University Park triads;

607 S. Illinois Ave.

529-5679

4C: COPIES
8'hxll·White-Self Service Copies

M-Th 8am-12pm F 8am.{,pm Sat 10am.{,pm Sun 1 pm.9pm

WAZO<1,
PLACE

521 S. Illinois Ave.
STOP in and see our newly remade/eo
complete sandwich shop I

DAILY SPEC1ALS.
(Incl...... frl . . & IINId Drink)

Monday: Italian SauSCIBe •••••••••••'2.75
Tuesday: Hamburger ••••••••••••••• '2.60
Wednesday: Polish SauSClge ••••••••• '2.60
ihursGay: Italian Beef•••••••••••••• '3.25
Friday: Bratwurst ••••••••••••••••• '2.60

-70 offenses commitied at

Neely Hall; .

L

,

-69 offenseS'~tted at
l'tfaeSmith HaD;

offenses committed at
_
Evergreen Terrace;
-63 offenses committed at
Thompson Point;
-53 offenses committed at

~= committed on

GreekROW'.

HAMMOND, from Page 1 - - Roubos said, "As long as
there are cases in court, I think
it's best if I don't commenl"
The criteria listed in the
School of Music guidelines for
tenure review include teaching
ability, research quality and
service to the University.
Hammond frequently was
rated highly in these areas.
Hammond and other School of
Music faculty members have
claimed that Hammond was

However, the three memthe victim of a smear campaign because of his outspoken bers of the five-member School
of
Music Promotion and
opposition to· splitting the
school's
cinema
and Tenure Comm:ttee who voted
photography department, a against Hammond's tenure
used the term in their
move supported by Sanders.
The biggest controversy reasoning.
Following the committee's
regarding Hammond's· application for tenure bas been rejection of Hammond's
the
consideration
of r~uest for tenure, the
"collegiality" in' the denial. Umversity's Judicial Review
The term is not in the ~ of Board and in November the
Music guidelines for reviewing Board of Trustees refused to
tenure applications.
. review the case.

SUPPORT, from Page 1
Revenue Service, Milligan
said. He said that if necessary.
money will be taken from
delinquent
parents'
paychecks, tax returns and
unemployment checks.

The act will search for
parents in other states and in
other countries, Milligan said.

Efforts to step-up collection
of payments came about
because federal welfare of-

ficials consider Illinois to have
one of the worst cbild-support
collection rates in the nation.
The state h~ the crackdown
will result m the removal of
thousands of single-parent
families from welfare roles.

PRAVER, from Page 1--------,.-with one council member
noting that the Supreme court
opens every session with a
prayer.
The controversy began in the
fall when the director of
Jewish B'nai B'rith Hillel
Foundation wrote letters to
administrators snd faculty
members urging them to use
non-denominational prayer at
commencement ceremonies.
Since then, the College· of

Liberal Arts Council bas voted
to abolish prayer at its
gradua tion
ceremonies.
However, the college will not
stop !'eligious groups from
holding their own baccalaureates with prayer.

The council also voted 22-9 to
support Guyon's decision that
each college and school be
allowed to decide ior itself
whether prayer should be a
part of their graduation
ceremonies.

The schools of law and
medicine have never allowed
prayer at commencement,
Darrell Johnson, GPSC
president, said.

Johnson said he wwld relay
the results of the vote directly
to Guyon, along with the
diverse opinions and concerns
of council members.

(fforono
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Illini professor to applaud'
dynamic Japanese dirEtctOt
By Richard Nunez
Entertainment Editor

David Desser, associate
professor at the University of
Illinois, will pay tribute to
Japanese film maker Akira
Kurosawa 7 p.m. Tuesday
during the Big Muddy Film
Festival.
Desser said his lecture,
which will include slides and
video presentations, will cover
such tcpk-s 3S Kurosawa's
filming
techniques,
Kurosawa's appeal to
Americans and America's
influence on Japanese film
making.
"Kurosawa is a magnificent
director," Desser said. "His
films are dynamic in their
editing and in their use of
montage. He aiso knows
precisely where to place the
camera."
"Kurosawa is a director who
combines poetry with
docuIJ'entary," Desser said.
"Many of his films are adapted
from actual events but he
treats them poetically, freely
expressing them in his own
way."
In the 1940s, Kurosawa broke
away from the established
tradition of Japanese film
making and pioneered an era
in which characters experienced breakdowns in
society or had to deal with
humanistic problems, Desser
said.
"Before his time, Japanese
films dealt with respectable
subjects. For example, a film
might be set in a family
situation," Desser said.

•

All The
Beer and Bowling
. You Want

I'
/1

'N'
_li~~~~~§.~~~!t f BEER
BOWL ..
FILM FESTIVA
4! Every
BASH ~

subjects in which there was a
wrench in society, such as the
civil war in 'Seven Samurai.' "
"He (Kurosawa) is interested in how the rules of
society have broken down,"
Desser said. "His films deal
with the subject of ethical
humanism, in which people
had to deal with problems on
their own."
"Seven Samurai" is one of
Kurosawa's best known films.
His other films include "Ran,"
"Kagemusha" and "Ikiru."
These films will be shown after
Desser's lecture.
Desser said that Kurosawa
was an influence on many
American film makers and
especially on the westerns of
the late 1960s and early 1970s.

., 'Seven Samurai' was a
direct influence on the 'The
M~gnificent Seven,''' Desser
saId.
"The Magnificent Seven" is
considered a
classic
Hollywood film, but is not the
only American western to be
influenced by Kurosawa.
Directors such as Sergio Leone
and Sam Peckinpah were
influenced by Kurosawa.
Peckinpah's film, "The Wild
Bunch" was influenced by
"Seven Samurai," and both he
and Leone readily admit to
being
influenced
by
Kurosawa's style, Desser said.
Desser wrote a book on
Kurosawa entitled "The
Samurai Films of Akira
Kurosawa."

.

ThurSda~

\$6.00 Per Perso .~
10pm-lam
(
tSliPtiat1 Sports C~t1t~r \
Behind University MalleCarbondale. 5~-3272

M@WIl~ •••
AT KERASOTES THEATRES

RfJ'YBN

LtylNGDQD ~, .
Starts Friday!
STREISAND
BARBRA
RICHARD

l!l

[iI""
'

NuU' .•~ ,
I!!I

•.
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STARTS FRIDAY!

(~.

'J~:!;~~=~~:~
. " ..... '"

. ..,,,,
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r.··

'.'~t.
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~

FREE
~

IRCUTS$7.50 &. $
Sculptured Nails $35
1494762

Wall&Wa''''

CHAMPAGNE
AND
ADMISSION
FOR THE LADIES
-come dance to the
best music and videos in
50uthern Illinois!

,1
.Hi~~
_--The whole world knows
the music.

~

Starts Friday!

HOUSE OF
GAMES
A sucker bel ••
"CWON~ ...tASl

[!)

STARTS FRIDAY!

WITH
Richard &
Dreyfuss

Emilio
Estevez

Friday & Saturday

7,9, & lIpm
$2,00 Acimission

Auditorium

presents
Screaming Shocker Series

I
All shows in tha Student Center Auditorium, $2.00 Admission
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Nutrasweet findsSimplesse r----------------------------l
ROMfrS
1 • 00
0 ff
·1
a substitute for natural fat $lfI
FREE Delivery

1/32oz. Pepsi

NEW YORK (UP!) - The
NutraSweet Co. unveiled
Wednesday the first natural
fat [ubstitute, a protein
product designed· to reduce
calories in such foods as butter
and ice cream by as much as
:ol:sr:.!t anei cut down on
One gram of the product,
known as Simplesse, hal! only
1.3 calories and replaces a 9calorie gram of fat.
NutraSweet, a subsidiary of
the Monsanto Co. and the
maker of the artificial
sweetener aspartame, said
Simplesse would reach the
market in 16 to 18 months and
heralded it as a major
breakthrough in the food industry.
"SIMPLESSE CREATES
the impression of fat with all of
its taste and texture benefits
but none of the health concerns," NutraSweet Chairman
Robert Shapiro said at a news
conference. "Simplesse means
consumers will now be able to
enjoy rich and creamy foods
without all of the fat and
substantially lower calories
and cholesterol."
Shapiro said Simplesse can
slash the total caloric value of
food by up to 80 percent and
vastly reduce the intake of
cholesterol. Health experts
recommend
lowering
cholesterol, total iat and
saturated fat in the diet to
red&ce the risk of cardiovascular disease.

cream to 130 calories from 283
calories.
The company said the
product also could be used in
sucb foods as butter, spread
cheeses and salad dressing,
but not in cooking or frying
because heating causes
Simplesse to revert to its
original protein form. The
current substitute for butter is
margarine, which is made
from vegetable fat products.
The new fat substitute is
made from fresh egg whites or
milk through a beating and
blending process called
"microparbculation." The
process reshapes protein into
tiny spheroids that are perceived as fluid by the tongue.

determination as to whether it
is something we need to investigate. We're not going to
just take their word for it."
NutraSweet, which has not
conducted extensive animal or
human studies on Simplesse,
said an "independent panel of
prestigious scientists" had
been consulted to certify that
the product consisted only of
natural ingredients.
Dr. Elizabeth Whelan,
executive director of the
American Council on Sciences
and H~lth in Summit, N.J.,
said she was "highly sceptical:" wben she first heard
NutraSweet's claims that the
product was completely safe.

THE RESULTING· texture is
a "creamy richness" that
gives the sensory impressions
normally given by fat, said
Norm&n S. Singer, creator of
the; product. Athough the
texture of the product fools the
tongue, he said, flavors
associated with the presence of
fat must be added.
NutraSweet said Simplesse
does not require regulatory
approval because it is created
by changing the size, shape
and texture of "natural,
common ingredients."
But Chris Lecos, a
spokesman for the Food and
Drug Administration in
Washington, said NutraSweet
had not contacted the agency
about the new product.

BUT WHELAN said she now
has confidence in the product
and noted that Simplesse is the
result of a physical rather than
a chemical change.

"THEY DIDN'T bother to
NUTRASWEET CLAIMED ask us about it," Lecos said.
Simplesse would lower the "If and when they decide to
calories in a four-ounce ser- market it, we're going to have
ving of super premium ice to make an independent

Goosecause
of $1 million
injury suit
MINEOLA, N.Y. (UPI)-A
Canadian goose is the alleged
culprit in a $1 million personal
injurY suit that went to trial
Wednesday at state supreme
court in Mineola, N.Y.
The suit said that three days
before their wedding, Richard
Braue, 30, and his fiancee went
to the Villa Victor Restaurant
in Syosset on June 25,1985, to
inspect the outdoor patio
where the reception was to be
held.
The goose swooped down on
Braue, and in backing away to
avoid it, Braue tripped over a
tree root and broke a vertabra
in his back, their -lawyer,
Jeffrey Lisabeth said.
Lisabeth said Braue wore a
body brace at the wedding and
spent his honeymoon on a
cruise ship "m a rather
sedentary mode."
The suit alleged the
restaurant failed to take steps
to rid the pond of several
~bi~ai~ geese which
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But Jacobson warned the
product was no "magic bullet"
guaranteeing healthier diets.
He pointed out that since 11m,
consumption of artifical
sweeteners has increased
dramatically - but so bas
sugar consumption, by about 2
pounds per person per year.
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with d.llv.ry of _all
ar medium plua

2/32oz. Pepsi's

Pizza

with lar•• or X~lar..

I

We Always Deliver FREE Pepsis

~
I

-529-1344

I

Limit one per pizzo
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True ,~~#
Confession ,~

1 ....'t"-w ...... It ........... ftnr.l_ . . . .,SIU.li¥inlat
Pol ......... doina wbar SlU otudenh "" ..... Iy do aD the weckcDda:
...... ., die .... - ' ....... 1nIIIIId wirh the rea of the people preteadi...
10 have IuD. Thea, OIIC rime I went to FR.I);D'S. I cou:dn't belicft If! Eyuy.
body danel.... well maybe 75". but wben w.. the IMt rime you·ve-.
dws 1~ vi die a..-d ..................,r EvCII..." fricDda who aid dwY
cIdn'l like 0IUI1IrY IIIIIIic 1ftft danclJ,. "1"' • IIIInD. You "-w. all II..- ......
placa ,.y lbey ...., ··THE pIKe co pan,.". _II they don'l even Iuaow the
mcani,.of the word. WeD aDYtnY.......·I·ID hooked _ fIlED"S. I c:onf_
FREO'S .... raIIy opoIled mc!.DIaaa Dlrrid._

.,..~OW 17 . . . with Wayne Higdon on flddl.
(he'. healthy again and back for hi. 21.t year at FRED's)

COMING.o.., K....., C8rll... ontl The Cadillac Cowbop
(Already ..o5lWH1'VGtlona made and they're going fast.)
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 549-1221

715 S. Onlyenlty on the Island

549-0413
VCR RentaL Z days for the price of 1
Rent Monday-Return Wed;Rent Tues.Return Thurs;Rent Wed.-Return Fri.
Co........ SoonIR.Ifoco'p••.pace_l...
II• ...., Oat. r ...
cuuI

1..0.,...,. .,ar"

Taaclay and Wednesday are Dollar Days
all G thru R rated movies 51. 00
adult titles 52.00
Platoon.. La Balllba

a. Predator are herel
HOME OF THE J TflPES FOR '5.00 Deal

•••••••••••••••••••

Vacancy
.Travel & Recreation
Chair.
Applications ava!lable at SPC

office 3rd floor Student Center.
Deadline is Friday Feb. 5, Ipm

For more info call

536-3393

daekson Count,. ~--L
Anbnal &. Rabies ~~
Control
'~
A'lTENrIOlV Jackson County Residents
llIiuoili State La. Reqairell:
All dogs over 4 months of age shall be currently
vaccinated against rabies & display a rabies
tag at all timesl

JaeksoD CoaaqOrdiaaaee Requires:
All dogs under 4 months of age must display
an owner ID tag at all times!

Carbondale a. Murphysboro
La.1I Reqaire:

Puzzle answers
T

Michael Jacobson, executive
director of Center for Science
in the Public Interest, a consumer group that f~uently is
at odds with the food mdustry,
said he had limited information about Simplesse,
"But if what they say about it
is true, it looks like a very
interesting product and could
help people reduce their fat
intake."

Medium, La,..
or X-La....

. I
/:'r .
0
I
I

All dogs must be registered and have current city
registration tags attached to their collars at all
time. In additloD to their earrent rabAea
vaccination tag!

Please vaccinate&. Tag Your Pet For Their
Sake&. Your Safety.

Thursday
South of The Border Night
-Build your own tacos
-Frozen Morgoritos 11.50
-Tequila Sunrise 11.25
-Corona Beer $1.00

CO

Friday
HappvHour
~ pm 'ree Food Buffet

75C Speeclrails
$1.00 Imports

::~
~lr

~ Friday ftlght
?~ Dance Party

Wine Coolers $1.00
Speedrails $1.25
Schnapp shots .50c
HOCOVER

Jackson County Courthouse
Murphysboro,lL 62966
(618)~2157
.

. ": ....... : .'....'..

.

:.:: .... ..... ;.; .
'
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Former Cabinet members
say INF treaty is a must
WASHINGTON (UPI) Two former secretaries of
state told the Senate Wednesday failure to approve the
INF treaty would be disastrous
for the NATO alliance and
would seal the reputation of
U.S. leaders as "war
mongers."
William Rogers, who served
under President Nixon and
helped forge the SALT 1
treaty, and Cyrus Vgnce,
President Carter's secretary
of state during SALT 2 talks,
told the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee the
Intermediate Nuclear Forces
Treaty is a stunning arms
control victory for the United
States and should be approved
without a single change.
The two former Cabinet
members, who helped forge
key U.S. arms control policies
in the days of Leonid
Brezhnev, said Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev has agreed
to prOvisions in the INF pact,
including on-site verification,
that would have been considered "E;. miracle" in the
past.
"From my standpoint, this is
a damn good treaty, and
verifiablt:," Rogers said.
If the treaty is not approved
by a two-thirds majority of the
Senate as required by the
Constitution, Vance said, "The
political effects within the
alliance ... would be absolutely
disastrous" and there would be

"grave consequences" for
future arms control efforts.
"A lot of people in the world
think we're war mongers,"
Rogers said. A lack of commitment on the treaty, which
would eliminate missiles
aimed at Europe, would be
"devastating all over the
world. I think it would be a
calamit:l to have that happen."
In testimony befo.-e the
Senate Armed Services
Committee, David Abshire,
until recently the U.S.
representative to NATO,
called the signing of the treaty
Dec. 8 by President Reagan
and Gorbachev "a great
victory for NATO" and "a
vindication of the alliance
strategy ... of strength and
negotiation ...
Abshire, now president of
the Center for Strategic and
International Studies, a
Washington "think tank .. said
it was the deployment of U.S.
Pershing-2 and cruise missiles
in Western Europe in 1983-84
that "created the leverage for
successful INF negotiations."
Supported by several
Foreign Relations Committee
members, Rogers and Vance
sought to discount criticisms
repeated Wednesday by Sen.
Jesse Helms, R-N.C., the
ranking
committee
Republican and leading Senate
opponent of the pact.
Helms has set the tone of the

I

I

I Rax Roast Beef S"ndwich. I

I

three days of debate since the

hearings opened Monday but
otherwise the treaty has
drawn widespread support,
::uar:::!~~~~ at times
Liberal Democrat Alan
Cranston of California, in
decrying Helms's criticism,
for example, cited Reagan's
record as an argument in favor
of the arms agreement.
"The American people
aren't dumb. They are not
about to believe that Ronald
Reagan, our most virulently
anti-communist leader, has
been snookered by the
Soviets," Cranston said.
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SPRING BREAK SPECIAL

Helms, in a letter addressed
to Reagan and delivered to thE.
White House Tuesday, asked
that the INF hearings be
postponed until questions are
answered about discrepancies
in U.S. figures on how many
SS-20 missiles the Soviets have
deployed.
He also alluded to a possible
conspiracy' within the admimstration to bide the
figures, saying, "Frankly, I'm
concerned that there may be

Let us help you work on
a b9autiful tan at bargain prices

r---------ISLflHD TAH I

I
I

54'.13Z3

I

14 Tans· $10.00 I
IL_·
1 per person ex. 2-5-88 I
________ .J
Turn your coupons
in and make your
appointments early.
M-Sat 9am-10pm
Sun. noon-3pm
715 S. University
(Enter next to Kinkos)

~~:!~ ~~t!~ ~~J U:~

data being presented...

However, Foreign Relations
Committee
Chairman
Claiborne Pell, D-R.I., said the
hearings would go forward.

High AIDS exposure reported
~----------------I
among inner-city heterosexuals I
I

IT·BIRDS I

BOSTON (UPl) - Doctors
said Wednesday . that all
patients at VD clinics should
be tested for AIDS because a
study showed a high incidence
of infection in heterosexuals
who did not believe they were
at risk of getting AIDS.

A study, reported in the New
England Journal of Medicine,
found patieilts at Baltimore's
inner-city clinics for sexually
transmitted diseases showed
one-third of the men and
nearly half of the women
testing positive for the AIDS
virus did not believe they were
engaging in any high-risk
behavior, researchers said.
The study recommended

WELLNESS
CENTER

that aU clinics for pAtients with . from inner-city Baltimore.
sexuaUy transmitted· diseases
Researchers said the pattern
- including syphilis, genital of age and sex of Infected
warts and genital herpes patients was similar to patshould test all patients for terns in central Africa, where
AIDS exposure.
AIDS is heterosexually
transmitted. Demographic
The report said the rate of rates also were similar to
exposure to the human im- patterns of syphilis and
munodeficiency virus, or HIV, gonorrhea
transmission
the cause of AIDS, was 5.2 among heterosexuals in the
percent, or 209 of 4,028 clinic United States.
patients screened in Baltimore
Dr. Thomas C. Quinn, an
mearlyl987.
immunologist at Johns
Researchers said this was 18 Hopkins University Medical
times higher than the rate Center in Baltimore who
found amoung military beaded the study for the
recruits from the mid-Atlantic National Institute of Allergy
region in 1986, and fWl' times and Infectious Diseases called
higher than that fc4' !'eCr.llis . the finding "disturbing. I,
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Ret Center. Multi purpose Room
Taught by Barb Rester

For information

"
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Health Prop-am

Umit 20 Contestants

II

Pitchers
$2.50

I
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For more info call 536-3393
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let SPC entertam you!'"
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Special style of rock music
secret of Christian group
By Laura Milbrath
Staff Writer

Eddie DeGarmo and Dana
Key, who will bring their
Christian rock 'n' roll music
and message to the Marion
Civic Center at 7:30 p.m. on
Friday, advise those attending
to expect the unexpected.
Many people might think a
Christian rock group would
"stand olround the microphone
and sing some hymns,' Key
said in a telephone interview.
"But the lights are going to
come on and there is going to
be smoke in the auditorium.
It's not going to sound like any
~E:~.'~y have ever heard
DeGarmo and Key, a bornagain Christian rock group,
has been creating its special
kind of music for the past ten
years.
"The music itseH is pure
rock 'n' roll, but the lyrics are
about Christ," Key said. "Not
every song mentions God or
Jesus but every song has to do
with living a Christian life ...
The two singers grew up in
Memphis and became friends
in the first grade. Together

and what we're trying to
communicate in our music."
"He probably doesn't like
the sound of rock 'n' roll and
probably assumes that God
doesn't like the sound either,"
Key added.
The sounds of rhythm and
blues artists from Memphis as
well as the music of ZZ Top
and Elvis Presley have influenced the group, Key said.
so~: :r~~~sw~:ed~:1= As young boys, DeGarmo
on MTV. Questions were and Key rode the schoolbus
raised, however, about its past Presley's home each day
"666" video because of a scene and saw the wealth and fame
that involved pouring fire on that rock 'n' roll could bring.
They later learned of the
the Antichrist.
"They told us they would tragedy it could bring when
play the video if we would edit Presley died.
"Rock 'n' roll can make a lot
It," Key said. "We don't really
understand why they did that. of money, but it doesn't
We laughed and thought 'This necessarily give happiness or
is obviously a case of religious success," Key said.
The group has decided that
discrimination. " Key added
that churches had already its two goals are to "win nonbeen using the video for youth Christians to Christ and to
groups.
encourage Christians to live
The Rev. Jimmy Swaggart's . closer to God," Kc)· :said.
DeGarmo and Key have just
criticism of Christian music is
upsetting to the group. Key returned from a tour in
said that Swaggart "probably Australia. They travel around
doesn't know very much about the world each year, perour hearts and our ministry forming in about 100 concerts.
DuriIlg performances, they
they have recorded ten
albums. Their newest, titled
"n & K," was released in
October and has already sold
130,000 copies.
Each copy of un & K" comes
with a free copy, in the hopes
that the listener will "give it to
tI-.eir non-Christian friends or a
Christian who has slipped
away,"Keysaid.
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DeGarmo and Key

often stop to discuss their
songs with the audience.
"We don't depend on lyrics
of songs to communicate. We
take the time to explain the
songs and the message," Key
said.
The group hopes that nonChristians who attend their

concerts will leave as
Christians, Key said.
He added, "And if they are
Christian when they come, I
hope we would have said
something between one of the
songs that encourages them to
live a more dedicated life to
Christ."

Debate team wins;
holds at No. 1 spot
By Steven I.lta\1te
Staff Writer

The SIU-C debate team
maintained its No.1 ranking in
the Cross-Examinatioo Debate
Association with a victory at
the Weber State University
Round Robin Tournament last
weekend in Ogden, Utah.
The
d, seeking its thirdstraig~ nationaf championship under coach Jeffrey
T. Bile, came out 1~ in a
seven team field for the win.
"The Weber State invitational is a very prestigious
event in that it is the only
tournament where the top
teams in the nation face each
other head to head," Bile said.
The University leads the
debate association's field with

~~:;f~:e:=

season. Central State
University of Oklahoma
follows with 115.
Cornell ranks third in the
field with 106 points, while
Kansas State University and
Wheaton College are tied for
fourth place with 91.
Teams are ranked according
to points earned in their best
six tournaments of the year.

"Everybody says we have it
clinched," Bile said. There :u-e
seven tournaments remainmg
on the schedule, he said. "It
is still quite possible that we
canbecaugbt. We expect some
stiff competitioo from Central
State."
Following fllSt place victories in five of their first six
tournaments, the debate team
defeated Central State and
came in second to the
University of California at
Berkeley in a tournament at
the University of Southern
California.
The team also swept the
three top spots at the
University of California at Los
Angeles in the beginning of the
year, followed by a tournament victory at William
Jewell College in Missouri Jan.
15-16.
This weekend the debators

s:ruhlaY:~~T ~vTt!:~

Tournament OIl the University's campus. The season
finale will come in April, when
the University competes with
200 other teams at the Air
Force Academy in Colorado
Springs, Co.

New York disco jams
to Soviet rock 'n' roll
NEW YORK (UPI) - A
Russian rock band on its fll"St
U.s. tour woo over a skeptical
New York disco crowd with a
musical glasnost that roused
the fans to a standing ovation
in the early hours of Tuesday
moming.
"We call ourselves a rock 'n'

roll band, "

Sitkovetsky.
Sitkovetsky, Guitkin and
keyboardist
Leonid
Makarevich are the remaining
members from the original
1979 Awtograf lineup.
Drummer Victor Mikbalin was
recruited from a large dance
band, and the current group

said A wUJgraf was completed by vocalist
bassist Leonid Guitkin ill Artour Mikheev.
carefully worded English. "To
Since 1985 Awtograf bas
us it's more than a musical become the most popular band
description. It's a way of life."
in the Soviet Union, playing to
That statement could have arena audiences of as many as
been made by any number of
people and selling over 6
Western rock bands, but the 30,000
copies of an album
difference is that Awtograf million
made
for the state-owned
had to struggle against years Melodiya
record company.
of official disapproval in the
now, the only glimpse
Soviet Union before winning Until
American
audiences
have had
the right to play rock 'n' roll.
of Awtograf was the via"From 1981 to 1985 rock 'n' satelli.te
appearance
as
part of
roll was condemned," said the 1985 "Live Aid" concert.

guitarist
Alexander
Sitkovetsky. "The officials
said it was a decadent product
of western society. "
The turning point came in
1985 when Awtograf won
second prize at an official
music contest. "We proved to
them that rock 'n' roll is good
I!lusic, just as good as classical
or folk music," said

An audience of approximately 300 people, about
evenly split between excited
Russians and skeptical New
Yorkers, watched Awtograf
walk through a meticulously
rehearsed and well-framed set
of commercial-sounding rock.
Awtograf could have stepped
out of an MTV video.

Coach gets
debatings
top honors
By Steven Starke
Staff Writer

Not only is the SIU-C
debate team ranked No.
1, but so is its coach
Jeffrey T. Bile.
Now in his fourth year
as coach, Bile has
become the fllSt Cross
Examination Debate
Association forensics
director to be named
Barkley Forum Coach of
the year by Emory
University at Atlanta,
Ga. He bas led SIU-C to
two consecutive national
championships.
"I was very surprised
and honored by the
award," he said.
CEDA, which split
from the National Debate
Tournament in 1970
because some schools
disagreed with its system
of determining the
national championship,
bas seen West Coast
teams dominate the

t~~~~i:,nCalifc!!i:

at Los Angeles woo the
clIampillDSbip five years
in a row.
Bile turned that anund
with

championship

seaBOIIII for SIU-C in 118586 aud lIIIIH'l_
CEDA baa aeqaInd •
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the NDT. Emory
UDi.eralty, which
competea iD both
or.eDisetioDa, has

$500' ShoppIng _ .
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ahra,.

named U. coach
01 tile year from the
NDT.
"I'd like to beat the
UCLA record rL winning
five national CEDA
championships in a row,"
be said. "But first, we
have to win our third.
That's what I'm coocentrating oIl now," Bile
said.
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Arts and Entertainment
a.m. Th~y. Rider, 9:30 to
1:3Oa.m., Frlday.

CONCERTS~

Degarmo and Key - Marion
Civic Center, 700 Tower
Square Plaza, Marion, 7:30
p.m. Friday. Tickets are $9.50
in advance and $10.50 at the
door.

Pinch Penny Pub, 700 F..
Grand Ave. - Gangsters of
Love, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Thursday and Mercy. 9 p.rn. to 1
a.m. Saturday.

Prime Time Restaurant and
Lounge, Route 13 East - Gary
Jones Baud, 9 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
ThursclaythroughSaturday.

MUSIC:
Ale:ander Cole's, 519 S.
Illinois Ave. - Gunrunner, 9
p.m. to 1:30 a.m. Friday and
Saturday.

Tres Hombres, 119 N.
Washington - Tin Pan AUey,
9:30 p.rn. to 1:30 a.m. Thursday.

Fred's Dance Barn, R.R. 6
Cambria Road -Old '37 Band,
8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
Saturday.

MOVIES:

Gatsby's, Campus Shopping
Center - The Rave, 9:30 p.m.

m-

to:":30a.m. Thursday. Four 011
the Floor, 9:30 p.m. to 1:30
a.m. Friday and Saturday.
Cimm8lTOll, 9:30 p.m. to 1:30
a.m. Sunday.
Hangar 9, 511 S. Illinois Ave.
- Modern Day Saints, 9:30

p.m. to 1:30 a.m. Thursday.
The Rbythm Rockers, 9:30
p.m. to 1:30 a.m. Friday and
SaUJrday.

Braddock: Missing iD Actioo
(Fox Eastgate, R) Chuck
Norris returns to rescue his
long, lost family trapped in
Vietnam.

Broadcast
News
(University Place 8, R)
StaITi
William Hurt and
Holly ~unter, this highly
acclaimed fIlm takes a look
into the world of television
newS that most have Dever
seen.

'lhe Hideaway Lounge, 82'1
E. Main St. - Da Blooze, 9:30
p.m. to 1:30 a.m. Salurtlay.
PK's, 308 S; Illinois Ave. Brian Crofts, 9:30 p.rn. to 1:30

Cinderella <University
Place 8 and Liberty, G) walt
Disney's classic animated
version of the fairy tale is back
in the theaters.
Coach Trip - <University

ATTENTION

ALL RSO'S:
Deadline to pick up and fill out

~~It:r8':1~ ~k~I'nd

=

absurdist comedy that fmds
Aykroyd as a mental paticmt
who impersonates a radio
psychiatrist.
Dirty Daocing - (University Place 8, PG-13) Set during
1963 at a Catskills resort, an
awkward teenager (Jennifer
Grey) falls in love with the
resort's dance instructor
(Patrick Swayze).
Fatal Attraction - (Varsity,
R) A woman (Glenn Close)
won't let the married man
(MiOaei Douglas) with whom
she had a chance encounter
~:~~~er, even if she

The Fly - (Saluki, R) Jeff
Goldblum is a brilliant
scientist who invents a
machine that is able to break
down the molecular structure
of objects and transport them,
but problems arise when
Goldblum milr:es his own
molecules with a fly.
For Keeps - (Fox Eastgate,
PG-13) Molly Ringwald stars
as a pregnant teenager who
must decide on whether to
marry her high school
boyfriend or go to college.

Good Morning Vietnam (Varsity, R) Robin Williams
steals the show in this comedydrama based on the true story
of military disc jockey Adrian
Cronauer.

Hail! Hail! Rock 'n' Roll (Varsity, PG) Legendary rock
'n' roll star Chuck Berry is
paid tribute to in this
retrospective documcmtary on
his life.
House of GamfS - (Varsity,
R) This little-known film has
made a strong comeback due
to the attention it has received
from critics as a possible
coatender for Academy Award
nominations.
Mooty Python and the Holy
Grail - (Saluki, PG> This cult
classic stars the Monty Python
troupe in i! hilarious spoof of
Camelot, King Arthur and the
Knight.. of the ROIind Table.
Nuts - (Saluki, R) Barbara
Streisand delivers a riveting
performance as a young
woman hospitalized in a
mental institution.
Overboard <University
Place 8, PG) Spoiled socialite
Goldie Hawn suffers from
amnesia and is taken ad-

vantage of by Kurt Russell.
Planes, Trains, and
Automobiles (University
Place 8, R) Tbi3 odd-couple
comedy stars Steve Martin as
an urbane ad man who is
seated next to an uncouth
loudmouth (John Candy) on a
Thanksgiving holiday airplane
flight.
Return of the Living Dead U
- (Saluki, R) This horror
movie about zombies is the
second spoof on "Night of the
Living Dead."
Sign '0' the Times (University Place 8, PG-13)
Prince's highly acclaimed
coacert movie from his album
of the same name.
Stakeout (University
Place 8, PG-13) Emilio
Estavez and Richard Dreyfuss
are Seattle police detectives,
assigned to stake out the exgirlfriend of an escaped
coavict.
Three Men and A Baby <University Place 8, PG)
Directed by Leonard Nimoy,
this comedy stars Tom
Seneck, Steve Guttenberg and
Ted Danson as three bachelors
who find a baby girl on their
doorstep.

SPC CENTER PROGRAMMING
Proudly presents: HARVI GRIFFIN
Pop Harpist and Singer. Thursday, February 4, 1988
Old Main Room. Student Center 11:00.am-l:30pm
Reservations suggested 536-6633

allocation forms for the 87/88
Is

February 2. 1988
II(DISADLJllV)!;~ 'nJIUf IN REQ1JESTS)

Pick up Forms in the USO Office.
rd Floor, Student Center, :J~rU-34::JilJJ~1
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See lhislmpo<1ont Film Tonight At: Studer1t Cen_-&lIroom 8
Thun. Jon. 28 • 7:30pm
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Internationally acclaimed pop harpist and sing«,
has played Bach to rock to jazz in Tokyo. Hong Kong.
Bangkok, and Manila. and has appeared more than
20 times at the White House. He has performed
at 0\1"" 100 colleges in the past two years -- many
with double and triple standing ovations. His albums
are played regularly from coast to coast on Ndtional
Public Radio.

~PC
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Tobacco tycoon's gralldson
campaigns against smoking
Reynolds 'lise has camCOLUMBIA, s.c. (UPI) Pabick Reynolds, grandson of paigned and testified in
tobacco tycoon R.J. Reynolds, Congress in support of a ban on
said Wednesday he supports a cigarette advertising, whi,ch
bill in the South carolina he said amounts to $8 per year
Legislature that would resbict for-every American citizen.
Cigarette industry leaders
smoking in hospitals,
restaurants and other public claim such a resbiction would
violate tLeir First Amendment
place;.
Reynolds, whose goal is a rights, but Reynolds said
"smoke-free society by the "cigarette auvertising is the
year 2000," said the surgeon greatest abuse of freedom of
general baE oetermined that speech in our nation's
second-ha'lti smoke is ,history."
Reynolds, an, actor,
responsible for thuusands of
publisher and movie producer,
de'l.tbseach~ "ar.
He said 85 percent of the is traveling throughout the
na tion 's population is country as a spokesman for the
protected by some type of American Lung Association.
A smoker for 10 years before
smoking regulations, and the
South Carolina bill "is very quitting in 1974, Reynolds
divested
himself of all R.J.
reasonable."

Reynolds Tobac'Co Co. stock in
1979.

He became actively involved
in anti-smoking crusades in
1986, which led some to
question whether !Ie was
"biting the band thatfed him."
"If the band that once fed me
is the tobacco industry, then
that same hand bas killed
milL'oos of
Ie and will
continue to ~:, Reynolds
said.. "When my grandfatbel'
began
manufacturing
cigarettes at the turn of the
century, he did not know that
smoking causes lung disease,
heart disease and cancer.
"Now that this is absolutely
prove'}, 1 want to help people
wake up to how poisonoos
cigarettes are."
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Poltergeist-like spirits haunt
Wisconsin family"s house
HORICON, Wis. (UPI) - In
a case recalling the movie
"Poltergeist," a couple and
their three children fled their
home bec&use they believe it is
haunted by glowing spirits who
speak in threatening v-aces
and move objects in the house.
'1'bey've been through an
ordeal that's miDd-boggling,"
Police Chief Douglas Glamann
said..
He said he believed the
family was telling the truth
wben tbey said "something"
had poss-.....sed their home..
'1'bey are not oot to make
money or write a book," be
said.
Glamann would not identify

~~~~~J!

property was owned by Allen
andDeborab Tallmann.
Glamann said the family
moved into the three-bedroom
ranch bouse in a DeW Albdivision about two yean ago
and left it 10 days ago to stay
with relatives after a series 01.
unusual events oecured during
the last few months.
The couple said they saw
strange glowing shapes and
heard voices, that an apparition of an old woman
appeated to iiIeir son, a chair
and a suitcase moved by
themselves and their 2-yearold daughter was so frightened
she awoke screaming several
limes.
The case recalls the 1982
Steven Spielberg movie
"Poltergeist," in which a
couple and their three children
ended up fleeing their home in
a DeW subdivision because it

was haunted by spirits who
destroyed the house.
Glamann said he toured the
home Monday night with other
officers, a pastor and one 01.
the owners of the home, but
found nothing unusual.
CUrious crowds flocked to
the small Dodge County
commuDity of 3,600 last
weekend looking for the "ghost

The event that drove the
family from the house came
about three wet'lts ago, Allen
Tallmann said, while he was in
his l-year-old daughter's
bedrooUt waiting for her to fall
asleep.

"I beard this vacuum-like
sound •.• and this thing came
right oot of the floor. It was
gassy and foggy ... it rose up
there and that voice came out
of
there and it said 'You're
street because of the crowds.
dead..'"
The Tallmanns, in an interview Wednesday with the
"These green eyes appeared
Milwaukee Seniinel, said the right out of this thing and then
experiences began about six I saw flames, and it was
months ago wbeo a clock radio gone."
in their SOIl'S bedroom kept
The couple left the house and
c:hanging stations ~y itself•. _., ',_& few days, later. consulted
~ it 'Was m- with their pastor' who went to
terference,"
Deborah -thebousewith ~
TaIlmann said. ' 'I looked at the
radio and I saw that the knobs
·'He blessed our bouse, gave
were moving and the red thing us communion in our bouse,
(station iDdieatOl) was going gave us some ta~ to play
back and forth acmss."
cburch music: Deborah
Sbe said she removed the Tallmann said.
A day later, the events began
radiofnm the boy's room.
Strange events continued, again and the Tallmanns fled
and increased in magnitude, for good, moving in with
the couple said.
relatives who live oot of town.
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ISC
International Student Council
General Assembly

TONIGHT
8:00pm
Student Center Mississippi Room
Main Agenda item
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February 1&.21, 1988
Anyone interested in the plans
for International Festival '88
are welcomed.

Barricaded
Polygamist
starts talking
MARION, utah (UPI) - A
heavily arm~olygamist
holed up in a fa
ouse for l2
days reconnected his
telephone· Wednesday and
began talking - a step lawmen
~~rc~~~~ to his surrender,
Addam Swal'P, married to
two daughters of slain
p'o~amist John
Singer,
'h ed up the phone this
morning," said John T.
Nielsen, state Public Safety
Commissioner, and talked to
lawmen for "a very, very
brief" period to set up a
response to a surrender plea
from Utah Gov. Norm
Bangerter.
Swapp had said Tuesday he
would reopen the line to talk
only to a longtime family
friend, Ogden Kraut, who met
twice in the past two ~ with
the 15 people barricad inside
the Singer farm. Authorities
were working to patch through
the liDe to Kraut, who was to
Swapp's response on to
ngerter.
"It's a positive sign," said
Nielsen, who went to the
remote farm with U.S. Attorney Brent Ward, apparenUy
hoping to negotiate a setUement.
"H, in fact, negotUltions
occur, we'll be able to put
some things on the table,"
Nielsen said. "But we'll expect
some movement from them,
too."
Swapp and Singer's widow,
Vickie, both are charged in
federal and state complaints
with bombing a Mormon
chapel Jan. 16. They had said
they would respond to a letter
Tuesday from the governor
asking that theY, surrender.. .
Officials &aid that in the
letter, delivered by Kraut, the
governor was ..~ as a
grandfather an a father,"
and promised no harm would
come to Swapp and Vickie
Singer if they gave up.
Bangerter also vowed the six
young Swapp children involved in u:rtentially lethal
standoff w d be taken care
'Of.
AlthoutlJ Swapp said be

css

Nt:~n ~idoal6e ~a~:;

couraged tbllt "'mally, after
two weeks, Mr...'wapp made
the aifll'DUltive act of picking
the phone up."
"Now, I want to stress we're
talking onlter:bout communications
. We're not
talking in the na ture of
negotiations," he said. "But
communications is the fU'St
step - it's what we desire, it's
what the last week is all
about."
"At least we're off square
one. Now we're not very far,
and I don't want to £ve the
impression we'~ in
mode
of negotiations~"
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weekend!

Come ROCK

VNR Recruitment
Ji'Jl Sporleder

,...

ltlatt:

RUSH Delta Chi
and experience
True
Brotherhood

You Sig-Kap
Sisters

METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY
OfURCH of Sou"-n IillnoII, with a
of

iJ

Don't Rush
into things,

Noble Ruler
Mark Torrance
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VNR Planning
Pat Prier
VNRAlumni
Relations
Jeff Jones
----VNR Activities
Dennis Spies

lost
performance
in
Carbondale

Frld.y
..... 29

ATOUR

OPEN
HOUSE

IOaOOpI........

Thurs. Jan. 28
3pm-10pm
106 Greek Row
453-2441

LIGHTS.

The Fraternity
for life

VNRMgt.&'
Operations
}ohnFruin
Chaplin
Chris Clausen
Usher Scholasic
Trevor Ridgely
Kitchen Seward
Brad Connor

Aut. Finance
Drew Stevens
Aut-Alumni
Relations
Matt Huber
Sportll Chairman
Mike Schuu
RHOMa~

Coordinator
Rob Cook
ReporterlHistorian
Mark Fomoff
Crescent Chairmen
Jim Graham
AI Vontalge

The Brothers
of

Theta XI
Fraternity

Emcee

Auditions

Invite All
Interested
S.I.U.Men

for the
41stAnnaai
Theta XI
Variety Show

toa
"Home Cooked"
Dinner

will beheld
on February 4th
at 8:00pm

Tonight
at
7:00pm

Applications

Jain a WIDner

Available at

For Rides Call
529-6294..

Office of
Student
Development
In the
Student
Centerl

are

Social Chairman
Matt Jones

anoH
bmpUI fraternity

From the
Brotherot
Alpha Gamma

307 W. College
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America's space heroes to
be honored by monument
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(UPI) - Plans for a poignant
monument to Americ8's fallen
astronauts were unveiled
Wednesday on the eve of the
second anniversary of that

cold J~ dPy when the

~~=sea:le~~

of milliODS of Americans.

AtNASAfi~d~~a~

the nation, engineers, office
workers, managers and
technicians planned to mark
the anniversary with 73
seconds of silence Thursday in_
memory of Challenger's
tragically brief voyage and the
seven astronauts wbo perished
in history's worst space
disaster.
June Scobee, wife of
Challenger skipper Francis
"Dick" Scobee, planned to
visit Arlington National
Cemetary near Washington to
place a wreath on her
husband's grave. His c»-pilot,
Michael Smith, is buried
nearby in the ~uiet rolling bills
outside the nation's capitol.

'We were leading in
space exploration, and
we're falling behind.
The country needs to
make a commitment
again.'
-Lorna Onizuka

New Hampshire school
teacher Christa McAuliffe, the
first private citizen to win a
seat on a space shuttle.
The shuttle program bas
been grounded ever since.

Friday, Sunday and Tuesday."
Bad weather delayed the
first launch, and Mendillo said
the scientists would try again
on Friday. "n's unfortunate,
but not unheard of in these
tricky experiments, so we will
try again."
Mendillo said the computer
that governs the data display
system failed just before the
launch. "We couldn't see the
data, and we couldn't go
without it. The computer failed
between 2 to 3 minutes bef<lre
launch. Compu~ are won-

~

astronauts.
The memorial, expected to
cost up to $4 million, will be
built at the shuttleport's
visitors center, just a few
miles from launch pad 39B
wbere Challenger began its
final voyage. The monument
will be dedicated in 1990.

derful, but sometimes they
don't do wonderful things for
you."

Tim

"

CRAZY TRAIN!
2 for 1 Amaretto Stone Sour
Train Specials

W)

the winning design for the
memorial on the 21st anniversary of a launch pad fire
in 1967 that killed three Apollo

Failed rocket delays· comet test
three more opportunities -

\\ Abo • .,..

honored by a monument to be
built at the Kennedy Space
Center by the Astronauts
Memorial Foundation.
In a satellite news c0nference from Washington and
the Kennedy Space Center,
Alan H~D, cb8irman of the
con-profit foundation, unveiled

"I'D LIKE to see (the space
"THROUGH TInS program
program) get back on its feet
as soon as possible," said we hope to influence the young
Lorna Onizuka, wife of the . people of this country and to
fallen shuttle flier. "We were further develop their curiosity
leading in space exploration, and understanding of space
and we're falling behind. The and space exploration,"
country needs to make a H~ said. "It is our hope
many will choose to carry on
commitment again. "
As if heeding her wishes, what those before have
"EVERY DA Y we are NASA Wednesday announced started."
Called the "Space Mirror,"
reminded we've lost loved an Aug. 4 target for the shuttle
ones, that all we have are our Discovery's launch on the first the monument features a giant
framework
of granite slabs at
post-Challenger
mission.
memories," Smith's widow,
near vertical angles that will
Jane, said earlier this week. "I
In
a
haunting
reminder
of
track
the
sun.
The names of
think 1 would like my children
to remember how Mike lived, Cballenger's launch, a cold the 14 men and women who lost
wave
rolled
into
Florida
early
their
lives
in
the space
where he would want them to
be going, never looking back, Wednesday, prompting im- program will be cut through
plementation
of
a
"freeze
the
granite
like
stencils.
learning from the past but
Hidden mirrors will direct
looking forward to the future ... protection plan" at the Kennedy Space Center.
sunlight through the names,
Killed on that cold Jan. 28
which visitors will see
were Scobee, Smith, Judith
THE
CHALLENGER "floating in the sky," said
Resnik, Ellison Onizuka, astronauts and seven others architect Paul Holt of the San
Ronald McNair, civilian killed pursuing exploration of Fransisco firm Holt, Hinshaw,
engineer Gregory Jarvis and the final frontier will be PfauandJones.

WALLOPS ISLAND, Va.
(UPI) - A computer failure
Wednesday forced scientists at
NASA's Goddard Space Flight
Center to cancel for the second
time the launch of a rocket
experiment aimed at
simulating the effect of small
comets on the atmosphere.
"The launch was canceled ..
said Dr. Michael Mendill~,
principal investigator for the
project at the center's Wallops
Island faCility. "It often
happens. That's why we have
five opportunities to do it, we
lost the first two and we have

'\t)ETRII fKS

~

-----.:irafts
SpeedraJIs
WatermeloDS

2 f or 1

Music ~y Special Beat Service
-.- -

Horse!~~es,

Billiards
5N.9577

- ~
Volleyball
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tudents before you buy a
used car. Make sure it's in
~ood condition.
We can:

-computerize
-check your engine
-check your brakes
-suspension

AU for $25.00
e
e

Minor &: Major engine work
We can beat any price In town
Paint Jobs Start from $195 00
free Pick-Up & Delivery
Hours: M-f 8-5 Sat 9-3
457-5101
- Carbondale

The rocket-born experiment
called
Environmental
Reactions Induced by Comets,
or ERIC, is part of ongoing
research into ionospheric and
atmospheriC behavior.
A two-stage, 45-foot TerrierBlack Brant VC rocket will lift
the 430-pound payload 186
miles above the Earth, where
water, carbon dioxide and ice·
crystals will be released.

Deadline To Apply for
Student Medical
Benefit fee Refund
FRIDAY, FEB. 5,1988
To apply for a refund. a student ... ust
praMnt his/her Insurance policy Itooklet
or the schaclule. banaflts alonl with lho
Insurance _lIet I.D. card to tho Student
H_lth Progra.... Insurance ORb. K _ r
Hall.
All students. Includlnl
t'-a who have applied for a Cancellation
Waiver and wh_ .... ara not yet paid.
must apply for the refund IHtfore the
d_dllne. Students 17 and under need a
pareftt's slgftC!ture.

R_ 11..
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,
Briefs·

ACROSS
1 Show group
5 Baat HI
10 Exclamation
of dlagu ..
14 Non.auch
15 Mualclll
refreln
18 Ey. part
17 MUllcII1 way

COMPUTlNG AFFAIRS will
sponsor ···Introd~ction to
MUSIC" at 10 a.m. today and
"Introduction to CVIEW" at 3
today in Communication 9A.
To register, call 453-4~1,

back

ext.260.

20
21
22
23
24

ORGANIC JOURNAL Club
will meet at 4 today in Neckers
218.

Today's
Puzzle
Puzzle answers
are on Page 7..

.

Neckwear
One
Arm bone,
Bo_
Certain
palntare

82 Tiny plant

83 Maager
14 Aroma

28 M..t

MICROBIOLOGY STUDE·
NT Organization will meet at
4:30 today in Life Science n

relOlutaly
30 Not quite shut

~~::

450.

C:

BLACK
GRADUATE
Student Association will meet
at 5 tonight in the Student
Center Activity Room D.

38

38
40

41
42

SPRING FEST
COM·
MlTTEE will meet at 5:30
tonight in the Student Center
SPC office 3rd floor.

...
41

50
51

n

LATIN AMERICAN Student
Ass~~tion will meet at 6
tonight in the Student Center
Orient Room.

55

611
80

BETA ALPHA Psi will have
its Spring Pledge Rush at 6:30
tonight at Quatro's.

11

27 Gr. warrior

28 Be concerned
28 Ru"-reslltlnt

Illoy

DOWN

1 Price
2 Against
3 Vary dry

35 Pol _rca

4 Prefix with
corn or pod
5 Bad lmall
8 Sea trip
7 Enthrelled

.38 Mualcal

KINKO'S
PROFESSOR PUBLISHING
.SAVES STUDENTS
TIME AND MONEY

direction
Contend (with)
Eng. river
Lacerated
Cut of m..t
8 Hgt.
King to Anne
8 - jongg
Dietrich
10 Open to aU
Angry
11 Lendl at If.
Ky. county
12 Fr. govemlnrj
Ralaon d'body
Shoulder
13 Undarworld
enhancer
18 Weill the
Phre.. from
composer
old tune
18 Blaka of
S_ten the
mUllc
23 Flying prefix
=:"Ia
24 Sect
pluma
25 Am. melt
laHare
28 Klimat

I="~p

32 Satellite

33 Grandlo..
34 HIWIU's

g31 Blnk deal
37 A Glrdnar
380rassed
40

Let Kinko's Professor Publishing help organize ,.:·ur
supplementary class materials this term .

kinko·s

"Over -"

42 Cut.
43 Internally
44 L1kl I knight

Great COPIeS. Great people.

549·0788

45 Courageous
act
48 Pollta tilla
47 Ball town
48 Carrlal

Sf Ms KeH
S2 Slog
53 AS_II

LD MAIN

on

54 Color changer

ItOOM

51 Exl"ed

57 Govt. gp.
58 Gold: Sp.

UNIVERSITY DEMOCRA.
TS will meet at 7 tonight in the
Student Center Saline Room.

Friday Special

New members are welcome.

January 29,1988

AMERICAN MARKETING
Association will meet at 7
tonight in Lawson 231.

All You Can
Peel & Eat

NATIONAL WILDLIFE
Society will meet at 7:30
tonight in Lawson 221.
INTERNATIONAL CHRI.
STIAN FellOWShip will show
"Cry for Freedom" at 7:30
tonight in the Student Center
BallroomB.

SHRIMP
Breaded Clam Strips,
Hush Puppy Blend,
Soup & Salad Bar

INDIAN
STUDENTS
Association will have a
Republic Day Dinner at 6 p.m.

The Old Main

RoomJs localed

~=~
:f6 s~Dno:sC:SJ~
tickets, call 549-7751, 45N1097

on the 2nd floor

of the Student
Center and 5eIVeS
lunch Monday-friday

or549-1OM..

from llam·l:3Opm

....

Call
529·5595

·l"·l"{~

ODAY AT 5:3----

,..

1;~~lAJ!: If
~

401 E. Walnut
Carbondale

Salakl Women's Basketball

i---Z:-;cspiCyorMii"d-Cli"iaeil.Fries--l

I

Battermllk Blsealt & Heellam 'epsl

1_-

'1.99

I

I

Ilo«.r ..... }aDJ1 _ _ - _ _ ..... ooderiJw.Liadt-_ _ _ --1
vaW_..-.o«.r ___ .... ocbu,.-I,.,.-.'"
I

F~~~':~i-~~i,~~-~':'~-:

I

. with any boxo«.rllaplno
delivery or catering.
.....

_ _ - vaW-..-.o«.r
__ - .......... Liadt-__
r.:-] ___
____
L ~ =-==.=--~~~~~II

8

Sl

~

I

SALON

Introduces
Our New Stylist
Kenny Pitman

...IC.
Hair Care Products Center

Call For Appointments at
457·2612
702 E. Walnut
Eastgote Shopping Center

(One Admission Good for Both Games)

.SIU
vs.

headliners
STYLING

I
II

"A Class Act"
Saluki Basketball
Doubleheader

WESTERN
ILLINOIS
5:35 - Arena

Electrolyaiaavailableon
Tuea.&. Thu..

942·4006
404 Park
Herrin, IL

~

III.

Men vs Creighton at 7:35
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Super Bowl: Real sports or
just a capitalist spectacle
By Mike Rabun
UPI Sports Writer

SAN DIEGO - The cynic
would suggest tha t once upon a
time the moguls of the NFL got
together in a small room and
agreed they had to choose
between two options:
1. Create an atmosphere that
would produce an exciting
sports event, one which would
provide a fitting end to the
football season and be the talk
of America for years to come.
2. Build a spectacle that
would bring enormous
amounts of cash without
regard to the product on the.
field.
Even if there were no conscious decision made within
the NFL's inner sanctum, we
have wound up with the second
choice.
The activity surrounding the
Super Bowl suggests greatness. The numbers do not.
THOSE NUMBERS include
33-14,24-3, 32-14, 38-9, 38-16, 4610 and the most recent addition
to the list, 39-20. It's like antiCipating Christmas for weeks
and then getting a lump of coal
in your stocking.
Why is the Super Bowl so bad
so ofteol, and is there a chance
that the one the Denver
Broncos and Washington
Redskins are going to play
Sunday will be different?
"You would think it would be
different," Denver Coach Dan
Reeves said. "I'm not saying it
will be. But I think if you look
at the records you will find that
both these lJlams are in the
game most every time they

.Viewpoint

play."
BUT ALL Super Bowl teams
have been in most every game
they played in the year they
reaehed the Big One and that
hasn't stopped a . lot of those
teams from having very, very
bad days.
The theori' ~ are many as to
why the Super .~~\\'! becomes a
Super Bust so often. And the
one that carries the moo;t
weight has to do with the atmosphere surrounding the
week leading to the game.
"Nothing you do this week
resembles what you do any
other week of the year,"
Reeves said, getting to the
heart of the matter.
"Everything about this week is
different."
If the week is different,
therefore, it stands to reason
the game will be different.
DURING THE season,
football players become
creatures of habit. If it is 10: 30
a.m. on Wednesday, they will
be in a certain place and they
migrate to that place with the
reliability of the swallows
returning to Capistrano .,r a
sailor to his ship.

"We play and prepare each
week the same way year after
year," Reeves said. "We play
four exhibition games and then
16 regular-season games and
now two playoff games. One .
after another. If you are lucky,
you play 22 games and you get
to the Super Bowl. Then
everything you have done all
year changes. And the thing
that changes the most. is that
you have two weeks to prepare
for one game. I really feel the
games would be better if we
stayed in our routine and took
only one week.. to get ready."
AFTER THE lucky players
have won the biggest game
they have played all year, the
conference championship,
they are usually given a few
days off by their coaches.
Instead of having a game to
think of, they suddenly find
themselves removed from
football.
Bodies rest, minds wander.
THE NFL realizes full well
what it has wrought. Its
pub~ machine has done a

:u f: ttC:~~m'!~'~~

It wants bundreds of reporters
concentrating on its showcase
rather than strikes, lawsuits
and drugs. The nation has been
captivated.
Not that all of this is bad. It
just doesn't make for good
football. But, as has been
demonstrated over the past
decade and is being demonstrated more and more each
year, when it comes to the
Super Bowl - the "event" is
the thing.

Best Hunan SzechUJan &
Cuisines in the CarbonclaleArecz.

f\ftttftLft

Gft'RD€NS
$3.95 Lunch Buffet
7 day a week
11-2
Lanch- Balfet- DiDner
Cock~s-Carryoats

1901 Murdale Shopping
Center
Bo....: Sua-Sat
Luach 11:00. . - 8:00pm
Dlaae.. 8:00pm. 10:oopm
Pridaya Satanlay .
antilll:oopm
We Offer Delivery

Service within
~ 5 mile radius

Council

Black

Presents...

RED BLACK &. GREEN BALL
January 29, 1988
7:00 pm-10:oopm
Reception & Entertainment
10:00pm-3:00am

Social Gathering
Student Center Ballrooms
Tickets $3.50

.

~,..~

~A".~~
Modern Day.

Saints

AnySchnapps 95~
Rumplemina'1.10
HAPPY HOUR

HAPPY HOUR

3-1
...... for.8udc
2 for 1 Mixed Drlnb

"10
a...,.for
• luck

Hangar Hotlln. 549·1233

&
CaptainDs

A great little seafood pIace._

3 Pc. FISH

DINNER
ONLY

$2.991~

UmitedTlme

..

Offer

Bours:
SUD-Thurs
llAM-llPM
Frl-Sat
lOAM-2AM

602 s. Illinoi!i\ Ave.
529-3388
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lbupt3pieeesof

delicious fish met,
.-ntyofcrisplreDchfries.
Ireshcreamyco1eslaw,
ancI2 Southern-Style
hush puppies.

549-1971
400 E. Walnut, Carbondale

GATEWAY, from Page 2 0 - - trying to rebuild past

~::::~y:;~ond-year

glo~

coac
"You can't classify Drake as
a bottom team because they
were always a national cOutender," Sheehan said. "They
just had that period of tran.'
sition with Susan Yow coming
in. They had so many injuries
last year, with a depleted
team, they only had five or six
players when they came to
Southem last year.
"Now they've got Julie
Fitzpatrick back and they've
got a tough schedule and
they're sneaking into the
playoff, tournament picture.
There's a lot of basketball to be
played. Strange things happen. Stranger things have
happened, especially in the
Gateway."
A favorite topic of Sheehan's
is this year's Gateway Conference Tournament, the
wilmer of which gets an
automatic bid to the NCAAs.
"It will be four teams again,
like last year. The sites will be
the top two seeds in the
tournamen.," he said. "It will
be a little different this year
because we'll have a week and
a half between the end :If the
regular season and the
selection of the NCAA teams."
The conference is not die-

"We are one of the
fe w conferences,
maybe the only
conference this year
that has one hundred
percent Division I
scheduling. "
~Jim Sheehan

tating to the schools when the
first round games will be
played. They can be held
March 4, 5, or 6, Sheehan said.
The championship game set
for March 9 will be televised on
SportsVision out of Chicago.
"So we're pretty happy, pretty
excited about that," he said.
But while SportsVision has a
wide Midwest audience
through cable, it doesn't reach
everywhere. Are any local
stations taking a SportsVision
feed for the broadcast?
"As far as we know, no. .I
imagine that if a station wants
to do that, SportsVision would
lie more than happy to take
some kinds of rights fee,"
Sheehan said. "That may be
something for some city, some

school, some commercial
station to look into."
As a young conference, the .
Gateway has a tendency to be
overlooked. The best way to
gain respect is to play other
schools that already have
national recognition. Sheehan
said the Gateway is making
headway.
"We did well in nonconference games, but not as
great as we wanted to do," he
said.
"We are one of the few
conferences, maybe the only
conference this year that has
one hundred ~t Division I
scheduling. 'That was a
decision of all the coaches and
athletics directors last year
because we want people to
take note that we're serious
about our basketball," he said.
"We're not going to put
pansies on our schedule.
There's obviously different
degrees of Division I, but we
think we have a pretty solid
schedule top to bottom."
Sheehan, in accord with
Commissioner Patty Viverito,
seem to have the Gateway
running smoothly. However, if
the league has aspirations of
competing on the level of the
Big Ten and the Big Eight
conferences, as it professes,
there is still much work to do.

SIU-C

Water Polo Club
We are looking for swimmers or competitive
minded individuals who would like to represent
SIU-C. No experience necessary

Practices are Monday nvv 1hunday 8am-1Opm
SRCPooI
Contact Bill Donavon 549-6152 Bill McMinn 536-5531

WE HAVE THE JOB FOR YOU!
Be an Intramural Official!
Student Officials needed for
Spring Semester for Basketball, T
Handball and 16" Softball.
CurrentACf must be on file.
Intramural Basketball Official's
Meeting is ThUf5. Jan. 28,4:45 p.m.
in Rm. 54 of the Student
Recreation Center.
For more information, ca1I536-5531.

earn

WESTERWINDS, from Page 20-.
"They are a good basketball team, that's
what we've seen by watchiJu! them on (video)
tape," Scott said. "Western lias a pair of good

Shm~~~O=\v~re:'ffim~~

Cathy Kampwerth, who had a career-high 22
points against Indiana State. Smior forward
Bridgett Bouds, senior forward Mary Berghuis
and junior guard Deanna Sanders also will
start.

on Jan. 4 in Macomb, off-guard Lori Schrock led
the Westerwinds with 19 points while point-

The Salukis are IHi· overa1l, 7-2 in the

guard Tanya Giovanetti, who averages 5.3

assists and 2.8 steals, did a good job of running ~alt!:'a~t~<;H!:~:!!.Eastem Illinois,
"Right now, I feel it can be anyone's chamtheir offense.
"Giovanetti is a great young player," Scott pionship," Scott said. "A lot just depends on
who's hot when the teams meet."
sai~estem Illinois' other starters include

freshman forward RobiD Hesemann, who leads

Call 536-2421

STUDEftT EMERGEftCY

DEnTAL SERVltEi~.- ..

·~~tem~~'bte;::! ~~=~a:J""

the team with 18.3 points per game, center Northern Iowa at Indiana State. Wichita State
Debbie Kirsch and forward Laura Jensen.
at Missouri-Kansas City is a non-confereuce
The Salukis' lineup is led by 6-foot-4 center game.

25A STC BUILDING
A PART OF YOUR SIUC S1\JDENT HEALTH PROGRAM

See the Stuff of Dreams

Snow
shoes

SIU

vs

ThaIS what some people mil BirkensIock sandals. Big, fIopp~
funny looking. But 10 more than three million men and women
weoing them, Biricenstock sandols ore the begiMing and the
end in their search for- old world
comfort. Bemuse they stq,e
l
10 yotII' feet Gke cool. soft sand.
Bemuse they're IightweigJt and
"'.-.
..
flexible, giving you proper support
that improves yotII' posture and lets ~~~'~~'~~~
you walk ~ more noturaI~ ~
Birlcenstock. They lost and lost.
20 mens and womens styles from
S27 to $74. blve gone without
them long enough.

CREIGHTON

-LhiOh.,

SIU ARENA

Thursday
Jon.2B

7:35pm

S/OARENA
Call:
4.53-5319

Darelievils

!!

j

.\I

1

ISHAWNEE TRAILS
~

222 W. Freeman 529·2313

i)

(next to Quotro's)
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Sports
Herrin: 'We need twowins'
By Dave Miller
Staff Writer

From" the

Press Box
Troy Taylor

Gateway
on the
grow
Tb",

The men's basketball team begins 2
crucial twcrgame homestretch against the
Creighton Blue Jays at 7:35 p.m. tonight
at the Arena.
"I really think this is an important
weekend," Coach Rich Herrin said. "We
need two victories to get on the winning
track and to keep our players up. It's been
hard because we've played so tough but
we haven't been successful the last two
times out."
After close losses at Bradley and Illinois
State last week, the next two games will
help determine the Salukis chances for a
first-division Missouri Valley finish.
The Salukis, 7-10 overall and 2-3 in the
MVC, will move into fifth if they beat the
Blue Jays for the second time this season.
In the first meeting, Kai Nurnberger

Halftime:
Bud Ught Daredevils slam dunk act
made four free throws in the fmal 30
seconds to seal the Salukis' 102~ win in
Omaha,Neb.
Creighton is 9-8 ovto.'"all and 2-2 in the
MVC. Coach Tony Barone's club has won
three straight. Barone is in his third
season l'.nd is in his first year of a threeyear contract.
The Blue Jays have a top guard combination to match up with the Salukis'
"Dynamic Duo," Kai Nurnberger and
Steve Middleton. Creighton's Rod Mason
and James Farr lead their team's scoring
attack.
Mason, a senior, is fourth in the Valley

with a 20.4 scoring average, and his 54.4
field-goal percentage is tops among
Valley guards. He has made 47.5 percent
of his three-point attempts. Against the
Salukis, Mason scored 31.
Farr, a junior college transfer,leads the
conference in steals with 44 and averages
13.8 points.
"They're a good scoring team," Herrin
said. "We have to stop Mason and Farr.
The player that really plays hard and
aggressive is Bob Harstad. He's the one
guy that we have to keep of the boards."
Harstad, a freshman forward, averages
7.9 points and 7.7 rebounds per game.
Sophomore forward Matt Roggenburk
(7.2 ppg) mis....ed the last three games
because of an injured knee but is expected
to play. Freshman Chad Gallager (10.1
ppg, 5.0 rpg) starts at center.
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Gateway Con-

ference has come a long

way.
Originally it was
formed by 10 schools in
1982,
when
tbe
Association for Intercollegiate Athletics
for Women declined and
the NCAA increased its
involvement
with

Softball team warms up
to Davies Gymnasium
By Troy Taylor

women's sports.

Staff Writer

Now the Gateway
sponsors championships
in 10 sports, including
Division I-AA football. It
has grown dramatically
in a little more than five
years.
Jim Sheeban, the
assistant commissioner
and information director
of the Gateway Coofen!DCe, was to <lBJ'.
bondale on Saturday to
catch the 77-73 victory by
the women's baskefbalI
team over Indiana State.
Sheehan, 28,.is a lively
speaker with a' slight
East Coast accent. At
haHtime, he took time out
to discuss the bread and
butter of the conference
-women's basketball;
"Crowds are up, interest is up," Sheehan
said. "I don't know where
to attribute that to. The
communities have gotten
behind the schools, the
athletics departments
have really pushed the
communities, dane some
promotional items.
"We've got a super
bunch of coaches who
really get out into the
community and push,
we're pretty proud of
that. We're not pulling
24,000 like Tennesse did,
but we'-; getting a
steady pace, and that's
something to grow on."
The overall improvement of play must
be one reason for the
fans' increased enthusiasm.
"Absolutely it's improved," Sheehan said.
"The coosistency and a
lot of fundamentals are
there. You're not seeing
as many mistakes that
make peLpIe cringe. The
caliber of ball has improved over the last three
years, I think. We keep
on getting better."
While four teams, SIUC, Illinois State, Eastern
Illinois and Inidana
State, are tied for first in
the conference, Sheehan
said to keep an eye on
Drake. He said Drake is

Gone are the days when the
softball team couldn't start
serious practice in January
because it didn't have a
facility to work: out in.
"We're just glad to have a
place to play," Coach Kay
BrecbteIsbauer said of the
team's current home at Davies
Gymnasium. "I've coached
here a 1oDg·time and when I
IJrSt came here. we didn't even

See GATEWAY, Page 19

"You can Concentrate
better, there's not as
much to distract you.
It's easier to talk to
people because you
don't have to yell
totally across two
fields. "

have a place. We should be

Staff P~by Ben

Kim Hulsey, sophomore catcher, hits some ground balls at
practice Wednesday In Davies Gym.

appreciative that its here,"
she said.
Certainly there are
restrictions to practicing
softball indoors, but the advantages far outweigh the
alternative - ~ing out into
the cold or starting later.
"Obviously we'd prefer to he
outdoors," Brechtelsbauer
said, ""but there are advantages to beiDg inside. We
need someplace to do
ballhandling skills. Particularly with the younger
players, they can practice on
good technique."
Sophomore Jan Agnich said
she loves playing indoors.
""You can CODceIltrate better,
there's not as much to distract
you. It's easier to talk to people
because you doo't have to yell
totally across two fields," she
said.
The must severe disadvantage of practicing inside is
a visual distortion that affects

Women to take on Westerwinds
Rtzpatrick out for two games
By Troy Taylor
Staff Writer

Tbe women's basketball team enters its 5:30
p.rn. encounter at the Arena with Western
Illinois minus one starter, but Coach Cindy
Scott said the team can adjust
For the next two games the Salukis will be
without guard Dana Fitzpatrick, who is out of
town to attend her aunt's funeral services.
uIt (Fitzpatrick's absence) weakens us on the
defensive end, and maybe in rebounding," Scott
said. "But we faced the situation before when
sbe was out three games with a knee injury."
Early this month the Salukis beat Western
Illinois, Drake and Northern Iowa without
Fitzpatrick in the lineup. Junior Tonda Seals
moves into the vacant spot. uSeals is a good
shooter and ballbandler under pressure," Scott
said.
Right now the Salukis are a team with two
faces. They shot 59.6 percent on field goals to
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defeat Indiana State 77-73 Saturday, yet suffered their worst-ever loss to a Gateway C0nference opponent last Thursday. Illinois State

~;~~~:~ts~tO have a good

effort then tum around and have a poor effort,"

Scott said. "'We're not playing with COIlsistency."
One thing is for certain. A letdown against
Western Illinois, which has tVOD two of its last
three games, means the Salukis are asking for
trouble.
"If we go out with a lackluster effort, we are
going to end up on the losing end," Scott said.
It doesn't matter toScGtt that Western Illinois
has a 4-13 overall record and a 2-7 Gateway
Conference mark. It doesn't matter that the
Westerwinds' last victory margin was by only

on~~=!!~:=t=-lllinois is
improving under second-yea r coach Kelly Hill.
See WESTERWINDS, Page 19

pitchers.
"In the gym, it looks like
you're throwing fast," swior
pitcher Lisa Robinson said.
"When y~ get outdoors it
makes you look a lot slower,
like you're throwing only 30
miles per hour."
Freshman Mary
Firo·
bach said, "When you practice
fielding groonders you don't
get the true bounce. And so
even if you get grounders in
he.-e, it doesn't show that
you're going to get them
outside."
After a few weeks' practice
indoors, the team has to adjust
- again - to playing outdoors.
"They look awfully good 00
the shorter throws from corner
to corner in that small gym,"
Brecbtelsbauer said. "But get
them outside, get a little wind,
and all of a sudden the ban
seems to die."

Jo

Arizona State
suspends
track coach
TEMPE, Ariz. (UPI)
Arizona State has
suspended the coach of
the school's powerful
track team amid reports
of major NCAA rules
vio!ations that could
merit the "death
penalty" for
the
program.
Clyde Duncan was

~dedSta~~~e~~

Director Charles Harris.
Harris said former U.S.
Olympic track and field
coach Dr. LeRoy Walker
will join the team as a
consultant.

